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Summary
Incidents this Month




57

Monthly Average

50

A total of 57 hostile incidents were recorded in Basra over the
course of June 2017. This is a notable decrease on the 70
incidents recorded in May, but still above the monthly average
and consistent with incident figures in April, of which 57 were
also recorded.
The most significant event this month was an attempted
assassination attempt on a judge in Muhandiseen on 21 June.
The attackers used a roadside IED clearly intended to kill rather
than intimidate, which is extremely rare in Basra.



Only four IEDs were reported in Basra over the last month,
which is the lowest figure for 2017 thus far, and a decrease
on the seven reported for May.



Basra Province saw 33 SAF incidents, a notable decrease on the
41 SAF events recorded in May, but still high when compared to
March and April.



15 demonstrations were conducted over the reporting period, a
slight decline on the 18 recorded over May.

Monthly Trend
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Figure 1: Basra Monthly Incident Levels June 2015 - June 2017
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Figure 2: Explosive Devices in Basra, June 2015 - June 2017

Incidents Overview


Negligible decrease in tribal fighting this month. Of the 33 SAF events reported in June, 16 have been
attributed to tribal conflict, which is only a slight decrease on the 18 recorded over May. As was observed
over May, tribal tensions and escalations of violence resulted in substantial political pressure. Following media
coverage concentrating on a perceived deterioration of security in the province, in which journalists
condemned the failure of the local government to curb tribal violence, a threat over Basra Governor Majad
al-Nasrawi’s and BaOC Commanding-General Jamil al-Shammari’s positions persist.
The early reporting period was dominated by tensions between the Bani Sikeen and the Bani Assad tribes in
Qarmat Ali. Outbreaks of fighting took place on 2 June, signifying the first example of open hostilities since
April. The tribes have a deep history of animosity, and are involved in a long-running land dispute. An ‘atwa’
(peace treaty) in place since May 2016 had held for a time, but was broken by the onset of tribal conflict in
Abu Skhier on 7 March. Subsequently, violence continued sporadically throughout March and April. Though
the tribes agreed to settle their differences over a series of conferences, tensions remained elevated
throughout March and April. Further SAF related to the ongoing dispute was reported on 3 June in Shafi and
Hartha, resulting in two casualties. Later that day, tribal SAF in the al-Naft area of Abu Skhier temporarily
blocked Route Topeka. An ISF major was wounded by a stray round after deploying to the scene. Hours later,
a second ISF member was injured, after being shot in the head.
Additional tribal SAF in early June was reported between members of the Beit Wafi and Bani Malik in
Sakhrijah, near al-Thagr. This outbreak of fighting marked the first instance of major hostilities since a peace
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accord that had been reached in November 2016. On 8 June, members of Mariyan tribe exchanged fire with
the al-Farajat in Hay al-Hussein, resulting in one fatality. A second incident later that day involved the Bazuni
and the Beit Faisal, and resulted in one man being killed and another wounded. The following day, on 9 June
(and continuing into the early hours of 10 June), members of the al-Mua’aridha and Albu Bisari tribes
exchanged fire in ad-Dayr. One civilian was killed in the crossfire, which also resulted in the temporary closure
of Route Topeka. ISF responded to the scene and arrested nine individuals. The disagreement was linked to a
football match held several days previously, at which tribesmen disputed a referee decision. SAF exchanges
were also reported between the Dabaisat and Albu Dabaj tribes in Mishraq al-Qadim, and members of the
Beit Humeid and the Beit Muzera in the Nuhayrat area of Qurna. This latter exchange occurred on 13 June
and involved mostly youths, resulting in four casualties. IP responded and arrested 35 individuals.
Three further instances of tribal SAF occurred in the in the Hussein District of Hayaniya. On 18 June, members
of the Bazouni tribe clashed again with the Beit Faisal, resulting in the death of a tribesman and a civilian from
Maysan. This dispute has been a persistent feature of reporting in recent months. The second incident
involved members of the Bazouni and Bani Mansour, who exchanged SAF on 19 June. No casualties were
reported, although the fighting was heavy enough to warrant ISF intervention. The long-running dispute
between the Bazouni and Beit Faisal resurfaced again on 23 June with an exchange of SAF, but with no
reported casualties. ISF were deployed to the area and arrested seven tribesmen, seizing two rifles along with
magazines. Attempts to resolve the conflict between the tribes have so far been unsuccessful, likely because
the feud reignited due to the murder of a Beit Faisal tribesman several months ago by the Bazouni.
Outside of tribal violence, remaining SAF incidents were linked to personal dispute and criminality. The most
notable incident occurred on 19 June, when a robbery against a money exchange was reported from Jazair
Street. 50m IQD was stolen and three injured by gunshots from pistols in their legs. Surveillance video of the
incident shows the four robbers dressed in black military uniform, and wearing balaclavas. The incident

Figure 3: Tribal SAF in Basra, July 2016 - June 2017
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prompted immediate calls for improved security, as the robbery was conducted in broad daylight in central
Basra City and no arrests were made, as well as for the ban of the sale of military fatigues and equipment
from Basrawi retail outlets.


Four IED detonations were recorded in Basra Province. This is a significant reduction on the seven incidents
reported in May and the 12 reported in April, a decrease resultant for the duration of Ramadan, which
typically sees a slight decline in the frequency of hostile incidents. In line with established trends, three of the
incidents were intimidatory in nature and caused no casualties. The most notable detonation was reported
on 21 June, when a locally-made IED weighing 1kg was detonated by remote control on the vehicle of a judge,
shortly after he and his protection detail had set off from the Judge's house in Muhandiseen. The judge was
lightly wounded, along with two members of his protection force and his driver (who was more seriously
wounded). This type of roadside IED is exceptionally rare in Basra, and as opposed to the vast majority of IED
attacks which are merely intended to intimidate, the nature of this attack suggests the assailants intended to
kill their victim, and has prompted calls by the BPC president to review security measures. The judge was likely
targeted by organised criminals because of his involvement in a specific case.
Other IED events include the detonation of a locally-manufactured IED outside a civilian home in Hayaniya,
belonging to an individual who works as a director in the contracts section in the Basra Provincial Council. The
attack bore the hallmarks of an attempt to intimidate or apply pressure on the victim. Additionally, a small
IED detonated near a residence in Qibla as a result of a familial dispute and on 23 June, a locally-made IED
detonated in the early hours outside a residence in Guzayza, with no casualties recorded.



Two notable kidnap events recorded in early June. Both kidnap events occurred in Basra City, the first of
which took place on 3 June in the al-Zaitoon area and involved four unidentified armed men dressed in military
uniforms abducting a member of the al-Tamim tribe. The gunmen fired upon the victim’s vehicle, forcing him
to stop, before removing him from the scene in a pick-up truck. Local sources reported that the man belonged
to a very wealthy family, suggesting that he had been specifically targeted as part of a kidnap-for-ransom
operation. On 7 June, a young boy was kidnapped and held ransom for US$150,000. Members of the Hawks
Cell freed the kidnap victim following a raid on a house in Tuwaysa. Gunfire was reportedly exchanged during
the operation.



Slight decline in Protest activity for June. There were 15 protests reported in total over June, marking a slight
decline on the 18 recorded for May, and quite significantly lower than the 25 or so logged in February, March
and April. A downward trend was however expected in June in relation to Ramadan and Eid. The majority of
protest activity followed established patterns related to calls for political and electoral reforms, demands for
employment, and demonstrations related to the electricity sector.
The regular Friday demonstration persisted over the month, and attracted 300-400 people on 7 June. Along
with standard demands for political reform and an end to corruption, participants rejected the privatisation
of electricity and called for IHEC changes. Also in early June, a protest was held outside the South Oil Company
offices in the Hay al-Zahra area when approximately 50 Oil Institute graduates demanded the SOC provide
them with employment opportunities.
The majority of protests in the province over June were electricity-related, a theme that is expected to
continue and intensify over the summer months. In Zubayr on 11 June, a gathering of residents demonstrated
to demand improvements to power provision. The following day, approximately 100 local employees
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demonstrated in Safwan, condemning the poor electrical services recently seen in that area, and on 15 June,
youths burnt tires to temporarily block roads in Nadhran and Hay al-Kifa’at, calling on the government to
restore stable power and threatening to cut major transport routes if their demands were not met. Midway
through June, the Najibiya power plant was reportedly out of service for a time, and maintenance on an
Iranian line also saw a temporary supply shortage, leading to protestors cutting off Route Topeka temporarily
in the Hartha area on 16 June. The following day, locals of Sharish threw stones at security forces. Power
shortages are expected to increase this summer following the withdrawal of the Turkish energy barges, and
disputes over the importation of electricity from Iran. Toward the end of the month protest activity was
subdued, mostly because of the better provision of electricity, but also because of the onset of Eid.

Figure 4: Non-tribal violent crime in Basra, June 2017*

*Methodology: The figure 4 crime map demonstrates detected violent crime, including criminally-motivated
IEDs and grenades, in Basra city. The districts are divided along demographic similarities. This graphic does not
include tribal SAF.
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Outlook


The outlook for Basra Province remains stable. Activity is expected to adhere to existing patterns and remain
within established parameters. Incidents of SAF, intimidatory IEDs, and low-level criminality will to continue
to form the majority of activity. Following the conclusion of the Ramadan and Eid festivals, incident figures
are expected to see a slight increase in line with pre-May reporting.



Sporadic tribal fighting will continue. Tribal fighting is expected to continue to adhere to a natural rhythm,
fluctuating independently of outside variables and often flaring up with little or no warning. Activity is
expected to continue to be most prevalent north of Basra City in areas adjacent to Route Topeka. Additionally,
the long standing tensions between the Halaf and Garamsha tribes may result in renewed hostilities along
Route Topeka including in Qarmat Ali, Majidiya, and Hartha. Recent hostilities between the Bazouni and Beit
Feisal tribes may result in a further escalation of violence in the Hussein District, Hayaniya. These clashes are
unlikely to affect areas outside of Hayaniya. Tensions between the Bani Sikeen and the Bani Assad may also
see a resumption of hostilities in Qarmat Ali.



Political rivalries will build. Although provincial elections are ostensibly scheduled for September, it is
increasingly likely they will be postponed until 2018. However, political rivalries will continue to intensify.
Localised reports of below-average service provision are likely to be exacerbated by certain prominent figures
to advance their political agendas. In the likely event of power cuts during summer months, there is a high
probability that the governor’s rivals will seek to use this issue to undermine him.



Protest activity will increase as budget cuts take effect. The 2017 budget contains a series of budget cuts,
forcing a further reduction in public spending. These cutbacks are expected to continue to drive a decline in
living standards as well as an increase in unemployment. Demonstrations driven by employment-related
grievances are expected to remain low-level, causing only minor, temporary disruption. Proposed
privatisation of electricity supply will also cause protests as these measures are unpopular with the public and
certain political and religious leaders. Widespread power shortages and increasing summer temperatures are
also expected to result in widened electricity activism.



Budgetary cutbacks are also expected to continue to drive low-level crime. A rise in unemployment caused
by a reduction in public spending is expected to drive an incremental increase in the frequency of financially
motivated crime such as theft. This will remain largely non-violent and centered on the civilian population inline with existing trends of criminal activity in Basra.
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DATE

HOLIDAY / EVENT

OBSERVANCE

14 July 17
2 Sep 17

Republic Day
Eid al-Adha

National
National

22 Sep 17
1 Oct 17

First day of Islamic Calendar
Ashura

National
Shia

COMMENTS
National Holiday
Commencement of four-day festival.
Official public holiday.
National holiday
Shia festival and official public
holiday

Abbreviations and Acronyms
AAH

Asa’ib Ahl al-Haq (League of the Righteous)

LN

Local National

BFA

Basra First Alliance

MO

Modus Operandi

BPC

Basra Provincial Council

NSTR

Nothing significant to report

EOD

Explosive Ordnance Disposal

PMU

Popular Mobilisation Units

GOI

Government of Iraq

PPL

Provincial Powers Law (Law no. 21)

HG

Hand Grenade

PSC

Private Security Company

IA

Iraqi Army

PSD

Private Security Detail

IDF

Indirect Fire

RPG

Rocket Propelled Grenade

IED

Improvised Explosive Device

SAF

Small Arms Fire

ISF

Iraqi Security Forces

SoL

State of Law coalition

IS

Islamic State

SVIED

Suicide Vest IED

IP

Iraqi Police

UVIED

Under-Vehicle IED

IZ

International Zone

UXO

Unexploded Ordnance

IGFC

Iraqi Ground Forces Command

VBIED

Vehicle Borne IED
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Constellis is a leading provider of risk management, protective security, crisis management and enabling support services to
governments, international organizations and major corporations across the globe. We specialize in serving the energy,
construction, extractives, critical infrastructure, development and national security sectors—assisting our clients in
understanding risk and in conducting their operations safely and securely, no matter their location. Constellis takes pride in our
strict adherence to an exacting code of ethics and rigorous focus on standards and compliance—reinforcing the pioneering role
we play in fostering stability, efficiency and sustainable economic development.

Representing client interests around the world, we maintain operations in more than 25 countries as well as a global network
of strategic and local partners. Connected via our state-of-the-art operations command and control centres, we provide a rapid
response capability spanning North America, Europe, the Middle East, Africa and Asia. Constellis is headquartered just outside
Washington, D.C. in the United States, and possesses regional offices in the UAE, UK, Afghanistan, Iraq, Nigeria and Kenya. The
core values underpinning our operating philosophy are the provision of international best practices while conducting all
activities with respect for people, cultures and traditions; to uphold the principles of integrity, reliability and trust; to build
capacity through knowledge transfer and to strengthen and empower local economies and communities.

Ultimately, our commitment is to prioritize local talent and local suppliers and to develop a profound understanding of the
societal, legislative and operational situation ‘on the ground’. This affords us and our clients a unique freedom of movement
and enables us to create safe and secure environments in a discrete and sustainable manner.

For more information about Constellis, please visit our website at: www.constellis.com
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Constellis’ intelligence analysts and security consultants produce bespoke political and
security reports, threat assessments and security risk assessments to inform decisions
and to protect people and assets across Iraq and the Middle East.

For more information on this report
please contact:

James Borrelli
Information & Assessments
Manager
james.borrelli@constellis.com
For all enquiries on Constellis’
advisory & consulting
services
please contact:

Mark Allison
Vice President
Crisis & Risk Services
mark.allison @constellis.com

www.constellis.com

THE INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT IS PROVIDED “AS IS” WITHOUT ANY WARRANTIES, EXPRESS
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. CONSTELLIS, MAKES NO
REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY THAT THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT WILL BE
TIMELY OR ERROR-FREE. IN NO EVENT SHALL CONSTELLIS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES
WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR ANY OTHER
DAMAGES, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OF OR RELIANCE ON
INFORMATION AVAILABLE WITHIN THIS REPORT. IN USING THIS INFORMATION, YOU ARE USING
IT AT YOUR OWN RISK AND AGREE TO THE LIMITATIONS AND DISCLAIMERS PROVIDED HERE.
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